
Pi Sulaiman

FrontEnd Web Developer & UX/UI Design

Phone     :    +917977083714

Email      :    pi.sulaiman.jobs@gmail.com

Linkedin :    www.linkedin.com/in/pi-sulaiman

GitHub    :    www.github.com/Pi-sulaiman

Portfolio :    https://sulai.men/

Address  :    Pernambut, Vellore, TamilNadu.

Summary

Highly skilled Front-end web developer, UI designer, and 3D artist with expertise in coding, UI design, and 3D modelling. 

Proficient in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and design tools such as Adobe Creative Suite, Sketch, and Figma. Experienced in using 

SEO techniques to enhance website visibility and user engagement. As a Senior UI Designer and Team Lead, I provide 

guidance to junior designers, collaborate with cross-functional teams, and ensure timely project delivery. With a strong 

business background managing a business, I demonstrate excellent sales, customer service, and marketing skills. I am 

passionate about innovation, thriving in dynamic environments, and staying updated with industry trends to deliver exceptional 

work. Committed to creating visually stunning and user-friendly digital experiences that make a positive impact.

Education

2018 - 2021


University Of Mumbai

Bachelor of Accounting and Finance


2021 - 2022


Tata Institute of Social Sciences

Diploma in Digital Marketing


2021 - 2023


University of Madras

MBA (system management)


Experience

Colan Infotech Private 

Limited

2021 - Present (2+ Years)


Senior Ui Designer /  Team Lead

> Fulfilling a dual role as a Senior User Interface Designer and Team Lead at Colan 

Infotech Private Limited 

> Leading a team of three junior designers, providing guidance and mentorship in 

UI design and development 

> Collaborating with cross-functional teams to gather requirements and translate 

them into intuitive user interfaces 

> Managing multiple projects simultaneously, ensuring adherence to timelines and 

quality standards 

> Keeping up-to-date with industry trends and emerging technologies to enhance 

team skills and deliver innovative designs.

STAR Sanitaryware

2017 - 2021 (4+ Years)

Managing Family Business

> Successfully managing and operating a family-owned business 

> Overseeing business operations, including sales, customer service, and management 

> Implementing marketing strategies to promote the business and drive customer 

engagement.

Globase 

2020 - 2020 (6 Month)


Call Center (Internship) > Completed a three-month internship as a Call Center Telemarketer at globase 

> Engaged in outbound calling to promote products and services, and generate 

leads 

> Demonstrated effective communication skills and ability to meet targets in a fast-

paced environment.

Skills & Expertise

HTML SVG

CSS  SCSS

JavaScript  jQuery

SEO Digital Marketing

Three.JS React Js

Bootstrap Tailwind

Graphic design

Design thinking

User research User testing

Prototyping Wireframing

interaction visual design

Leadership

http://www.linkedin.com/in/pi-sulaiman
http://www.github.com/Pi-sulaiman
https://sulai.men/


Software Skills

Photoshop

Illustrator CorelDraw

Spline & Rive

Adobe XD

Blender & Unity

Git

Figma After Effects

Wordpress & Framer  

Knowledge in Mobile & Computer   

Premiere pro

Projects

Clinic 
Application

 Developed UI for a clinic app, enabling patients to book appointments, enter vital information, 

and access medical records�

 Contributed to UI design and UX research in a 6-member team over a span of 5 months.

Colan Portfolio 

web and mobile 
app

 Contributed to the development of the Colan Portfolio web and mobile app for a homeopathy 

clinic�

 Designed UI and conducted UX research to deliver features such as video management, 

appointment booking, and disease management�

 Also contributed to coding and SVG animation�

 Completed the project in 4 months with a team of 2.

UNUBS  Contributed to UI design, UX research, and web development for a business management 

platform that assists in starting cooperatives�

 Created 2D infographic videos�

 Completed in 3 months with a team of 4.

Gracious 

Express
 Designed UI and conducted UX research for a web-based business app�

 Created 2D animations and contributed to coding�

 Completed in 3 months with a team of 3.

Luxury Shore
 Developed UI and contributed as a front-end developer for a hotel website�

 Used HTML, CSS, JS, and Bootstrap�

 Completed in 2 months with a team of 4.

Globelinkww
 Contributed as a front-end developer for a project involving PHP, HTML, CSS, and JS�

 Also involved in logo design and 2D animation�

 Completed in 1 month with a team of 2.

Live Furnish
 Developed UI using HTML, Bootstrap, SCSS, and React JS for a tech platform in the home 

furnishings industry�

 Completed in 3 months with a team of 8.

Cosmac
 Designed UI and developed a finance website using WordPress�

 Completed in 1 month with a team of 4.

Tronlogix
 Designed UI and developed a finance website using WordPress�

 Completed in 1 month with a team of 4.

GGexcel
 Contributed to animation, video editing, and UI design for a project using After Effects, 

Premiere Pro, and Photoshop�

 Completed in 1 month with a team of 2.

Languages

English


Perfect

Hindi


Native

Urdu


Native

Tamil


Good

Marathi


Good

Awards & Achievement

Quarterly Award (Colan Infotech .Pvt .Ltd)               2021

 Established Video Department, resulting in a 
20% increase in client satisfaction and a 15% 
boost in project quality. and 30% improvement 
in project delivery time�

 Awarded for exceptional work on projects and 
dedication to achieving results.

Introduced New Department at Colan Infotech      2022

 Successfully established and operationalized a 
new department focused on digital marketing, 
leading to a 30% increase in online brand visibility 
and a 20% growth in customer acquisition.
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